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INTRODUCTION  

' The :Consumer Services Eranch•now*contains two Divisions;' 

namebt: • Complaints,:EnquiriéS and Administration and  Consumer. 

• Programs.-  - 	. 	. 	• 	. •- 	• 

As its name implies, the Coliplaints, Enquiries and 

Administration Division looks after complaints and enquiries 

which consumers direct to "The Consumer, Box 99, Ottawa" mailing 

address. The Consumer Programs Division is responsible for 

initiating, planning, coordinating and implementing programs to 

a'ssist, inform and educate the consumer. The work of this new .  

Division is recorded in the second section of this report. 

Box 99 plays a unique role through its two-fold purpose: 

to give consumers a central mailing address to which to address 

their complaints and enquiries; and to provide a direct-line 

communication with consumers so that the Lepartnent will have 

first-hand knowledge of consumer concerns and problems. Some 

significant trends, revealed by Box 99 mail, will be discussed 

in detail later in this report. 

1970 saw soMe problems corrected through the passage. • • 

'of consimer . legislation with subsequent regulations: for example, 

' the Hazardous ProductS (Substances)  RegUlatiens; toy safety 
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regulations; the Textile Labelling Act; the Amendment to the Bills 

of'Exchangp Act. •  Currently, a Packaging and Labelling Bill is 

before Parliament. 

Box 99 "success" in 1970 did not relate solely to 

legislative corrective action; credit must be given to industry 

also, which, as a general rule, extended excellent cooperation 

in reviewing problems brought to its attention. Tribute must also 

be paid to the continuing efforts of the Consumers' Association of 

Canada, whose officers and membership worked closely with the 

Consumer Services Branch in all spheres of consumer inte'rest. 

Consumer Consultants in the Departnent's five regions have 

assisted both in resolving consumer Complaints and in extending 

the impact of consumer  programs across the country. 
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ANNUAL - REPORT 	• 

-CONSUMER COMPLAINTS AND ENQUIRIES  

1 970 

General  

This is the third Annual  Report, of  Complaints and 

Enquiries, as prepared by the ComplaintS, Enquiries  and  

Administration Division of the Consumer Services  Branch of the 

Bureau of Cânsumer Affairs. 

Consuners have now accepted the address of "The Consumer, 

Box 99, Ottawa" as a convenient mailing facility to a degree 

scarcely expected when it was established in 1968. While the 

total number of complaints received in 1969 more than doubled 

the figure for 1968, the total for 1970 shows a redoubling, to 

produce a growth factor of four to one in the third year of 

operation. 

. 	. There was a total of 3,109 tonplàints in 1968, 6,683 in 

_ 1969, and the total for 1970 rose to 13,558. The grand total of 

bomplaints in.three years therefore reached 23,350. 

Lïkewise,,enquiries have seen a similar, if somewhat 

less spectacular growth. In 1968, there were.959; in 1969, 1,594; 

and in 1970 th è total reached 2,492 for a,three -year grand total 

of 5,045. 



In the normal course of attempting to resolve problems 

which had arisen between consumers and the corporate sector of 

the business world, officers of the Complaints, Enquiries and 

Administration Division have met with manufacturers, trade 

association representatives and members of service industries. 

It is a pleasure to report that, almost without exception, the 

business community has approached our efforts at mediation more 

than halfWay, in a general attempt to resolve consumer complaints. 

Contacts with provincial consumer agencies have continued 

to grow and the most notable development in this area was the move 

of the Quebec Government in late 1970 to establish a Consumer 

Protection Bureau. As this report is written, legislation is 

currently before the Quebec National Assembly in that regard. 

The  five regional Consumer Consultants have continued 

to assist in the handling of complaints and enquiries in their 

respective regions. Liaison between them and merrbers of this 

Division has been strengthened and the close cooperation was 

consolidated by a most useful conference at Ottawa in Septenber, 

1970. 



Analysis  

As in:previous years;:appended to this report are the 

following Tables: .- 	• ' 

l.  Complaints mOnthly by 

_ 2. 	Compiairits monthly by 

subject.* -  

category.* 

3.  
(a) Complaints by subject 

(h) Complaints by sübject 

4. Complaints by subject  

and category - 1970 

and category - 1968-69-70 

and province 

5.- Complaints by_category.and province. 

It should be nentioned that the handling of pétitions 

leads to some apparent anomalies. Occasionally Box 99 receives 

a complaint  sied  by multiple names and addresses of consumers, 

and yet relating to only one subject and one category. Therefore, 

any seeming discrepancies in the conments in this report are 

accounted for by the handling of pétitions.  

Table I 	Complaints monthly by subject  

. The pattern establiàhed in 1968 and 1969 for popularity 

• of  stibject matter continued insofar  as the two leaders were 	. 

concerned: Foods; and MOtor'Vrehicles and Accessbries were'again 

- * In the. classification.of complaints, twenty-six subjects. 
. and twelve categories are used: (Refer to Tables I and II) 

. . . 6 



the subjects of interest to most consumers. However, Real 

Estate/Housing took over third spot, and Sales Promotions 

moved up to fourth place. Appliances dropped from fifth to 

sixth position, with Wearing Apparel, which had been third 

in 1968 and 1969, dropping to fifthh 

Table II 	Complaints monthlyby category  

A major change occurred here, in that Quality replaced 

Prices  as the leader, with Prices now second, and the next three 

spots remaining unchanged: 'Compensation, Alleged Unethical 

Practices and Advertiàing. While in 1969 Prices had edged QualitY 

by-a wide rhargin (1722'to 1148); the difference the other way was 

a fractional one (2413 to 2372), illustrating not so much thé 

consumers' diminishing interest in the cost of goods and services, 

but growing concern with the calibre of products and services 

supplied. In actual percentages, 25.8%  of  all- ,169 complaints, 

but only 17.5% of those in 1970 dealt with Prices. - „ 

Tables III (a) & (h) 	Complaints by subject and category  

These Tables are interesting in that they permit a finer 

• analySis of thosemàtters of concern to consumers within each of 

the 26 broad sdbject areas':and 12 categories., Table III (a) shows 

• . • 7 



the correlation for 1970.only, while III (b.). gives the permutations 
• 

and ponbinations for the whole three years .  

Sone intereating conclusions  may  be drawn from these 

•statistIcs. For example, while in 1969 the largest categpry under 

Automotive was Guarantees and Warranties, followed by Repairs and 

Servicing, and Quality, that trend bas  now  ben  changed. Quality 

moved to first place and Prices were third. Repnirs and Servicing 

stayed in second spot, but Guarantees and Warranties dropped to fifth. 

In 1969, the price of food far outstripped the next category, 

Quality, (1093 to 416). However, in 1970 the margin was only 784 to 

776, virtually a tie. Labelling  and: Packaging  followed in third and 

fourth places both years. 

Table IV 	Complaints by subject and province  

As in previous years, Food conplaints predbminated in 

most provinces.• The exceptions were Newfoundland and Northwest 

Tërritories - Yukon, where the nunbers were negligible, and Quebec, 

• where Sales Promotions exceeded Food by 408 to 378. Again, as in 

1969, Motor Vehicles and Accessories cane second in seven provinces. 

Real Estate/Housing showed up strongly in most provinces as a matter 

of concern, and ranked third in Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and British 

Columbia. In 1969, it had been third in only Ontario of these four 

provinces. 



In 1970; Ontario produced the most complaints, followed 

by British Columbia, Quebec, Alberta .; Manitoba, Nova  Scotia and 

Saskatchewan. 

Table V 	Complaints by category and province  

- Quality was the main concern in seven of ten provinces, 

the exceptions being Newfoundland, Quebec and British Columbia. 

Compensation, Advertising and Prices respectively were the categories 

which prompted most letters from those provinces. 

Problem Areas  

As the volume of mail to Box 99 has grown, the spheres 

of interest of consumers,have become more clearly defined, and the 

greater number of cases in each subject and category has enabled a 

more definitive analysis to eme2'ge of the real concerns of Canadians. 

Consideration was given  té  several subjects which presented themselves 

for prominence in this Annual Report, but space considerations forced 

the rejection of some. Others have been omitted because they were 

covered in last year's report. It has been decided to restrict the 

individual subject and category reports to the following: 

1. Service in the Home Construction Industry. 

2. Upholstered Furniture. 

3. Complaints in the Appliance Industry. 

. 	9 
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• Footwear Complaints. 

5. The Automobile Repair Industry. 

6. Personal Services. 

7. Drugs and Pharmaceuticals. 

. Errors in Billing: Impact of the COmputer. 
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1. Service in the Hone Construction:Industry  

The complaints received at Box 99 in this area can be 

easily divided into three sections: those relating to the purchase 

of new dwelling units, to building additions for existing dwelling 

units, and to repairs to existing dwelling units. In the first 

category, the majority of letters stressed the inability of the 

consumer to obtain sone recourse from the cohtractor relating to 

alleged poor finish. Regarding additions, the common pattern was 

the failure of a detailed written contract to have been developed 

which would set forth clearly the specifications of the work being 

1.1ndertaken. In the repair category, the allegation that poor work-

manship had been provided (i.e. the roof leaked after renovation) 

was the significant factor as a rule. 

In section one, the purchase of new  homes, the conplaints 

to Box 99 ran the gamut from the consumer who eventually had refused 

to let the contractor buy back his  home  at a substantial profit to 

the consumer, (and for whom, therefbre, no recourse could be effected), 

to justified representations from  home  purchasers for recourse which 

easily resulted in this being obtained in 75% of cases. It was felt 

significant that urban dwellers seemed to have a much  hier  degree 

of sophistication in handling their housing prolems than rural 

consumers, and there would seem to be a need for informational and 

educational programs aimed directly at the latter. 
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The  addition of extra rooms, etc. to existing dwellings 

revealed a sonewhat similar situation in the second group. 

Apparent apathy in making an issue soon enougn, rendered it 

impossible in one case to get recourse where the guarantee on 

materials and labour had long since expired. Another conplaint 

involved a proposed addition, which after the contract had been 

signed, was found to contravene existing municipal by-laws. 

However, an appreciable percentage of such cases did not permit 

of a value judgement as to the responsibility. Several cases were 

clearly provincial in jurisdiction and so referred. bf those 

justifiable complaints handled, ecourse was obtained in over 80% 

of cases. 

. Concerning repair to existing dwellings,.the figures were 

much, smaller, and it is difficult to diuw  conclusions.  However, we 

do know that complaints concerning paved driveways, and aluminum . 

 siding.  and windows, recurred frequentiy. The alleged failure of 

asphalt driveways to stand up to adverse weather conditions, often 

within specific warranty'periods, provoked numerous,letters. 

Likewise, the quality of service giveh by aluminum siding and 

windows was questioned by an appreciable segment of. consumers. 

Labour costs for quite small repair  jobs  were rePresented as much 

too high in several cases, and'this doubtless reflected travel time 

each way which-threw the figures- out of proportion. 
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It mould greatly reduce the nuMber of complaints  in  

this area if consumers would always 'insist on a Written eStimate, 

.or at Ieast.get a confirmed price (çluly witnessed), before work 

commenced. 

, .1n conclusion, dt seems that more éducation to create 

an enlightened and relatively, sophisticated  consumer  is needed to 

reduce the volume of complaints in this subject area.. 

2. Upholstered Furniture. 

Approximately 80% of living, room furniture complaints 

received  b' 	99 concern a breakdomr of upholstery fabric. The 

problems involve wearing or fading of the fabric and split seams. 

The deterioration became evident from three months to three years 

after purchase, but more frequently occurred within a few months 

of use. The sets vary in quality from economy to luxury and 

• represent most of the well-known manufacturers. 

Our files indicate very clearly the attitudes of the 

consumers, the retailer and the manufacturer. The purchaser at 

the retail level often takes an understandable line that many minor 

appliances and low value products carry warranties or guarantees of 

a year or more, yet the upholstery on a several hundred dollar suite 

carries no such assurance. The retailer, in one specific case, 
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pointed out that the fabric on an expensive chesterfield suite 

had faded beyond all accepted limits in only three months, yet 

neither the textile manufacturer nor the furniture naker would 

consider any recourse. The manufacturer, in a typical case, 

pointed out that mills throughout the North American continent do 

NOT guarantee fabric against wear, tear or fading, "for the simple 

reason that they do not know what kind of care or use the suite 

will receive in the custoner i s home". Moreover, this manufacturer 

contended that retailers often made exaggerated claims as to the 

fibre content and wearability. 

We approached the Canadian Council Of Furniture Manufacturers 

to obtain copies of their Standards for Furniture Upholstery Fabrics. 

These proved to be voluntary standards adopted early in 1969 by the 

Upholstery Fabric Division of the Canadian Textiles Institute. Space 

precludes reproducing the technical details, but briefly they cover 

the definition of defects and allowances for same, colour fastness to 

light, uniformity of colour, seam slippage, cleanability, colour 

shedding and wear test. This last factor is perhaps the most signifi-

cant, but although the abrasion resistance test seems quite rigorous, 

it is to be noted that it is ellphasized that such cannot be translated 

into years of home usage. 

It is interesting to coupare the wearability of upholstery. 

on living room furniture to that of automobiles. It would seem that: 
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car nanufacturers are able to offer attractive upholstery in many 

shades and finishes such as brocade, velour and vinyl, which gives 

service far beyond that normally obtained from living room furniture. 

Obviously, since the standards mentioned earlier are only voluntary, 

it appears there must be much more representation from consuffers who 

will demand greater wearability without  sacrifice of choice of fibres, 

weaves and colours. A definite delineation of resPonsibility of all 

parties concerned in the production and sale of upholstered furniture 

would help. Finally, while present conditions exist, firmly attached 

and clearly displayed labels should bear the information to the 

prospective purchaser that in the event of upholstery breakdown, the 

manufacturer and retailer decline to accept responsibility. 

3. Conplaints in the Appliance Industry  

Perhaps unique among major industries today is the price 

level for appliances in Canada. Using 1961 as an Index of 100, 

the figure for the eight  major  appliances Pf freeters, refrigerators, 

electric ranges, gas ranges, dryers, automatic clothes washers, 

conventional clothes washers and fuel oil heating stoves and space 

heaters at Septenber 1970 was 101.1. Since these units seem to 

require a lower frequency of repair than, for example, cars or home 

 entertainment products, one might conclude that the value received 

by the consumer is proportionately greater. 'While the Canadian 

Appliance Manufacturers Association has no official life expectancy 
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figures, due to the difficulty in establishing objective records 

with multi-ownership (the trade in second hand models), it is 

believed that the average "life" before the unit is beyond usefUl 
I ' 

service is well over a dozen years. 

Therefore, it is small wonder that . at a recent conference 

. of appliance manufacturers, a market survey showed.that replacement'. 

sales to be exPected were steadily'dropping as compared with sales 

to new customers (Usually newlyweds) and to developers of condominiums, 

garden homes, town hOuses and apartment,bloCks, where the sales are 

in bulk. 

There is no federal legislation which requires a manufac-

turer or retailer to keep a stock of spare parts for servicing 

• equipnent after sale to a customer. The fact that most manufacturers 

do keep replacement components for about ten years is evidence of the 

industry's desire for good customer relationships. 

Not surprisingly, servicing leads the categories of 

complaints directed to Box 99 about major  appliances. 190 of 627 

such cases handled in 1970 dealt with this feature, and the cost of 

such service calls is frequently reflected somewhere in thèse  

çorrplaints. Modern faMily social patterns, with often both hilsband 

and wife . abseht throughout the daY,.cohtribute tà the Cost_of calls 

evening visits ean . shift_work. Priother factor is lack Of communica-; 
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tion to warn that no one will be  home through. the  day -- and a 

wasted Call adds to oVerall labour costs. The induStry further 

clains that service call's whidh;are totallY.unnecessary (i.e., 

the appliance has been inadvertently disconnected)  are  far from 

uncommon. 

Whatever the reason may  be, there is undoubtedly a 

higher incidence of repairs for radios, stereôs and in particular 

television sets. Tube life especially does seem to vary consider-

ably. Certainly with washers, dryers ., refrigerators, freezers, 

etc., these cannot be left running indbfinitely due *7,o thernostatic 

control, time cycle, etc., while with stoves, consumers are generally 

sufficiently fire conscious to exercise care in that regard. 

Refrigerators and freezers'at 129, and washers and dryers 

at 121, accounted for the most common subject of appliance complaints. 

Vacuum cleaners and accessories were ahead of electric stoves, 64 

to 56, in third and fourth place. Nearly half of the vacuum cleaner 

letters dealt with itinerant selling, and the manner in which the 

promotion was made, rather than the product per se. 

As a final observation on major appliances, it is felt 

that due to the relative degree of sophistication of modern 

appliances, instruction booklets sometimes tend to be not too clear. 

There seens little doubt that consumers need a straightforward and 

4; 
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easily understodd-manuai of instruction.' To augment that; there 

- 	heeds to be greater emphasis by distributors and retailers on 

well trained, knowledgeable .sales Staff who can show potential 

buyers all they need to know about the appliance. 

L.  Foetwear Complai  nts  • 

These conplaints constituted approximately 10% Of all 

wearing apparel cases, and quality e'asily outs 'tripped all other 

subjects put together. Lack of durability was the main conbern of 

consumers, and if one can generalize at all in this area, it is to 

repeat the old cliché that "no one ever regretted buying quality". 

Certainly sone synthetic materials do not stand up as well, 

particularly in very danp climates, as leather which has tradition- 

ally been the mainstay of-the footwear industry. There is  soma  

feeling that children's shoes may not be wearing as long, due to 

the fact asphalt and cement surfaces frequently replace today the 

grass and dirt playgrounds of yesteryear. 

One of the common complaints concerns a provincial juris- 

diction - the application of sales tax. We very frequently,  got 

consumers' letters claiming that children had moved into the "adult" 

classification at a rather young age, and the tendency for Canadian 

youngsters to grow larger and mature younger doubtless is a factor 
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in this problem.  About 10% of the letters dealt with "size not 

available" and usually this type of complaint was from someone 

with an extra-wide, or otherwise difficult  •foot to fit. Another 

subject which cropped up in a token number of letters alleged 

hazardous conditions from slippery, Pynthetic heels. 

It is gratifying to learn that there is considerable 

research being done at the moment regarding the size range of 

children's shoes. The former categories of "little misses", 

•"growing girls", "little gents", etc. are outmoded, and it is 

•very cœnon for children of 11-12 years of agp to take adult sizes. 

However, adult shoes are invariably inadequate - in style, wearing 

qualities, etc. One Canadian manufacturer has been pioneering 

research in this area and now has introduced a line of children's 

shoes which covers the size and style requirements of the larger-

footed youngpter. Since the changlng of size classifications seems 

to require a long period of tine and education of the public, it may 

well be that netrication will show the way to a complete  change. 

One complaint about the difficulty in getting shoes by a 

consuner who has different sized feet was referred to the Footwear 

Bureau of Canada, who sent a questionnaire to Canadian shoe manufac-

turers.  Soma  consumers, due to either congpnital or illness factors, 

have this coirparatively unusual problem, and have had increasing 

difficulty in finding footwear at prices they can afford. The returns 
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from the survey showed that while there were not nany companies 

who could handle the Problem of mismating of shoes for very 

obvious economic factors, there were enougo affirmative replies 

to suggest that a solution does exist. The Bureau is continuing 

its enquiries to get names and addresses cif stores which may help 

consumers, and will furnish Box 99 with them in due course. 

5.  The Automobile  Repair Industry  

Complaints relating to motor vehicles and accessories 

have consistently been second in volume of all subjects received 

at Box 99. 1970 was no exception, and the doubling and redoubling 

of total, as compared with 1968 and 1969, is shown in the figures 

238, 622 and 1,235 for the three years. In this general division 

we_include cars, trucks, :tractors,' trallerà, notorcYcles and snow- 

mobiles. However, automobile letters dominate. Among the categories, 

quality, repairs and servicing, prices, compensation, and guarantee 

and warranty cases led the way, in that order. This reveals a 

narked switch in emphasis from a year agp, when the guarantee and 

warranty cases topped the list. The following chart shows the 

changes of the five leading categpries: 
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For the puipose oP this report, extracts'have been, taken 

from all.dinensions of automobile cemplaints which have a bearing  on  

the repair industry. 

There is no doubt that the "Pre-Eelivery Inspection" is 

only as good as the dealership, and our . letters indicate  son e of the 

servicesarenot performed adequately or completely, :The main 

complaints about major dealerships ihvolve a lack of trained mechanics 

and slowness due to insufficient dealerships to proPerly service a 
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given geographic area. Regarding repair shops, we got a nunber of 

complaints alleging shoddy work at excessive prices, and it would 

seem there is a need for tighter licensing at the provincial level, 

• with the requirement a master mechanic be on staff at all times. 

• Service stations with repair bays serve a real need for minor repairs, 

but when they undertake major work, comolaints often result. 

Diagnostic clinics came in for a share of criticism, and whether 

this stems from periods of more business than can be comfortely 

handled, or from sone other cause, the conclusion is obvious that 

some of the tests are superficial rather than thorough and in real 

depth. 

One of the important practices which would seem in need 

of review, is that of automobile manufacturers who require their 

franchise dealers to use only "genuine"  parts.  •  A real conflict 

arises when a lessee in a service station which offers repair bay 

facilities, is under pressure to use the products sponsored by the 

parent oil company. We had  complants  that the "Flat Rate Tine 

Allowance" is not always fairly applied, and While  generally it is 

believed to be fair to the consumer, the consumer  may  be victinized 

because not all the functions indicated are performed, or because a 

'flat rate - other.than that prescribed by the manufacturer for a 

specific model:Year haS been Used.  • 	: . 	• 
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The area which seems most unfair is that through the 

provincial Mechanics Liens Acts, the dealer has recourse for 

non-payment of repairs, but in reverse, the consumer has very 

little recourse for shoddy Work and o, ver-pricing. Sone provinces 

cover  agreements for repairs in excess of $50.00 under the pro-
: 

visions of the executory contract section of their consumer 

legislation, but this is not uniform across Canada, and there is 

no coverage for agreements under $50.00. 

At the federal level,.the two most important developments 

would seem to involve the possible amendment of the Combines 

Investigation Act to cover "services", currently.  exempt, and the 

proposed establishment of a'Road and MOtor Vehicle Traffic Safety' 

Branch Under the Department of TranspOrt, séheduled to cone into 

effect January 1, 1971; would be:Of great help to conàumers. 

. Personal Services  

This grouping is not too prominent in the count of letters 

sent to Box 99. The division embraces a variety of personal services 

such as cleaners and launderers, funeral services, employnent services, 

barber shops and beauty parlors, health studios, restaurants and take-

outs, photographers, florists, etc. Since the numbers involved are 

relatively small (at 328 cases they represented only 2.4% of 1970 

volume), it is rather difficult to draw any sweeping conclusions. 
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Dry cleaning has prompted a substantial percentage of 

these complaints. However, a najor difficulty has always been, 

since the introduction of synthetic fibres, that garments were 

not clearly labelled. This made it a real problem for cleaners 

to know just what processing was safe. The Textile Labelling Act 

was passed in March 1970 to overcome this problem, and requires 

fibre content to be shown. Hand in hand with this new legislation, 

the Department of Consumer and Corporate fairs introduced a system 

of syMbols, developed by the Canadian Government Specifications Board, 

to show the best nethods of washing, bleaching, drying, pressing and 

dry cleaning textiles. The introduction of regulations under the 

Textile Labelling Act will make consumers more familiar with fibres• 

used as well,as help dry cleaners to identify, tham, and the care 

labelling symbols will assist everyone who lias to care for clothes 

and household materials. The new symbols will tell consumers what 

you should do and shouldn't about Washing, bleaching, drying, ironing 

and dry cleaning. 

A variety of general problems were revealed in complaints 

to Box 99 in this area: failure of the textile to be restored to 

original condition after removal of stains; compensation over loss/ 

damage to garments due to total disappearance in the plant, fires 

on the premises, or inefficient cleaning, etc; delay in meeting a 

deadline for return of cleaned garments; alleged substitution of 

other garments for those sent for cleaning; breakdown of "novelty" 
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fabrics during cleaning process, etc. The Consumer Services 

Branch was effective in Itediating a number of cases, and in 

promoting greater understanding between the consumer and the dry 

cleaning industry. 

Funeral service letters àften dealt with overcharging, 

and this is a perennial problem area for two reasons. The next-

of-kin are in an emotional state when making a quick decision as 

to the scale of service and quality of casket to be selected. 

Also, an immediate desire to invest in a service reflecting well 

upon the position held by the deceased in the community may outweigh 

practical economic necessity for the widow and/or children on a 

longer term basis. We have also had enquiries about U.S. takeover 

of Canadian funeral firms, and the Department is looking into this. 

The minor classifications produced a variety of complaints - 

i.e., regarding parking lots, on increased rentals, meters which 

were unfair to the consumer, and damage to vehicles left on manned 

lots. Itinerant photographers provoked a number of consumers into 

writing about poor quality photos, alleged "bait and switch" tactics, 

non-delivery of photos, etc. Florists were alleged to have sent the 

wrong kind of flowers, fewer than paid'for, roses Which didn't last 

24 hours, and poisonous plants Withol lit warning tags. We even received 

complaints about friendship i clubs and dating bureaus. There were 

eleven complaints about legal services in 1970. While Box 99 did 
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not always 'achieve satisfaction for the consumer, there is no doubt 

the existence of it provided a most useful sounding boardfor the 

public and enabled such  diverse  problems , to be aired in an_objeCtive 

manner. 

Drugsand Pharmaceuticals  

The emphasis in drug complaints received in 1970 was on 

Prices, just as it was in 1969. One-third of these letters dealt 

with increased prices, while another one-sixth concerned price 

variations involving two or more stores. The other one-half involved 

a variety of subjects such as dissatisfaction with claims made for 

the effectiveness of a product, stale products (sold after expiry 

date, etc.), refunds advertised were denied, lack of ingredients on 

label, Canadian vs. foreign prices, single language instructions only 

(two  »  cases), and several letters were quite general ones alleging that 

drug prices were simply too  hi  gh across the board. 

The origin of drug and pharmaceutical complaints is of 

interest: of 197 received, 72 came fram Ontario, 63 from British 

Columbia, 19 from Quebec, and 18 from Alberta. This left only 25 

for the remaining provinces, although they actually came from just 

four. TWo of the Maritime provinces produced no complaints in this 

area. Certainly the dissatisfaction with the industry is centred 

in Ontario and British Columbia, with 68.5% of the total. 
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Among the miscellaheous queries were several on the 

container which is misleading to the consumer as to capacity of 

contents. In the past the industry has defended this type of jar 

when it was of the double-walled variety, with various arguments 

about the properties whidh such containers have for preserving the 

texture of a cream, ointment, etc. However, the admittedly deceptivp 

nature of the package has come in for increasing criticism, and it is 

% possible that a less sympathetic view will be taken of this form of 

packaging in the future. While the net contents by weight, etc. 

may be, and usually are, clearly stated on the label, the purchaser 

is still inclined to be misled as to the cubic capacity of product ' 

which he is getting. This is particularly true of the very thick - 

ground Cass jar which is used  for certain deodorants. 

Excessively elaborate packaging cane in for griticim from 
• 

consumers  as regards  birth control pills. Consumers wrote at great 

length and often in imDassioned ternis about their concern with the 

youth involvement problems with the non-medical use of. drugs. We 

had complaints of non listing of ingredients of proprietary and 

patent  medicines, which is not required under the Food and Drug 

Regulations. One consumer was perturbed at the lack of any marking 

of quantity or volume on the label of a product which contained less 

than 2 oz. 
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Errors in Billing: Impac •• of the Colieuter  

• 	The changeover in bookkeeping at major companies to 

computerized operations has been accompanied by a surge of consumer 

complaints about mistakes and difficulty in getting them corrected. 

It is important to stress the latter; errors will occur to a minor 

degree in any kind of operation, but the problem which is unique in 

this field, is the frustration in getting them adjusted. The 

commonest type of letter states, in one way or another, the anguished 

and pitying cry "I can't gpt the computer to talk to me". 

' Box  99 has played a significant role in getting  communica-

tion  re-established with an appreciablé qàmber of bdok. and record 

clubs, and magazine publishers, concerning this type of problem. The 

impersonal climate which is symptomatic of computerized bookkeeping 

is not geared to handle quantities of individual complaints about 

mistakes, and the programming of computers is such that it requires 

special efforts plus considerable  time  to gpt adjustments reflected. 

The normal routine is that the computer churns out a succession of 

letters which in turn coax, warn and then threaten the consumer for 

non-payment of an account. This individual has often written to 

point out, with proof, the proper situation, and just why he doesn't 

owe that certain sum of money. But such explanations usually ,  don Tt  

gpt attention (a) soon enough, (b) in the right division of the 

company, or (c) are completely ignored. Meanwhile, the relentless 

procedure grinds forward, and the account is passed to the collection 
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agency ,  employed by the company, and the next àtep is an exchange of 

correspondence, during which the collection agency threatens and 

the consumer counters that he'll go to his lawyer. The credit 

rating of the individual is 1..mperilled, and sometimes conclusions 

are drawn about his financial integrity which take a long time to 

erase from the record. 

The promotion of sales through unsolicited mail and goods 

is also a prime contributor in the syndrome of errors of billing and 

resultant problems. There has been a growing tendency to put the onus 

upon the consumer to write back and say "no! ll , failing which the fins 

 sends out goods on trial, etc. This type of business ethics is 

deplored, and in some provinces legislation absolves the consumer of 

any responsibility for the safety, storage or return of goods which 

are totally unsolicited. Allied with this feature, is a very small 

but tangible number of cases based on forgery of someone's name to an 

order. In our growingly permissive society some individuals regard 

it as nothing other than practical joking to initiate the confusion 

which this type of action provokes. 

An important and indeed essential part of any problem area 

such as this, is a recognition and definition of the difficulty, and 

the communication of such to the companY concerned. We are taking 

the initiative in this regard, and there is reason to believe that 

through efforts such as those at Box 99, there is more appreciation 

of the potential for consumer dissatisfactidn in computerized handling 

of accounts. 
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Conclusion  

' As the volume of complaints to Box 99 has increased, so 

has the opportunity to appreciate what problems are really concerning 

Canadian consuners. It is, of course, 1-ealized that the total volune 

handled to the end of 1970 is still only à token quahtity for a nation 

of 21 million people, but nevertheless we now have a very clear picture 

of the kind of difficulties which face Canadians in the marketplace. 

The accelerating  volume ha. also permitted trends to be 

spotted more quickly, and new kinds of complaints, geographically 

localized complaints, and seasonal and/or short term complaints can 

be pinpointed more easily. There has been much more involvement of . 

action line media with Box 99, and the radio, television and newspaper 

people have sought our help increasingly. The magazines which have a 

regular  consumer  column have also established'or maintained close 

liaison with menbers of the Cbnplaints, Enquiries and Administration 

Division. 

Summing up, it can be stated that the Box 99 service for 

complaints established early in 1968 has  "coi e of age", and is now 

accepted as an ongoing facility known by an appreciable  sent of 

consumers, and respected by the corporate sector through an objective 

approach to their established contacts. It is felt that its worth 

has been demonstrated as a useful influence, helpfUl both to consumers 

on the one hand and to industry on the other. 
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CONSUMER ENQUIRIES  

1970  . 

General  

The volume of enquiries to Box 99 also increased in 1970. 

In 1968 and 1969 there were 959 and 1,594 enquiries respectively, 

and this rose to 2,492 in 1970. Many of these letters require an 

appreciable amount of research, and this can be  as  time  consuming 

as the intercession needed on some Complaihts. Details may be found 

in Table VI in this report. It is to be noted that encreries relating 

specifically to the Consumer Prograns Division of the Branch have not 

been included in Table VI, due to the fact that the Division was not 

completely set up until mid-year. 

Are the Enquiries Changing in Subject from a Year Ago? 

The three leading subjects in 1969 were enquiries about 

foods - 17.25%; Government functions and services - 15.43%; and 

publications - 10.28%. These three interests remained at the top 

in 1970, but varied their positions, with Government functions and 

services increasing to first at 21.14%, publications second at 12.28%, 

and foods now third at 9.19%. 	' 
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The greater concern of consumers with governmental 

functions and services doubtless reflects their interest in the 

whole field of consumerism, as many of these enquiries dealt with 
• 

the organization and function of the Lepartment of Consufter and 

Corporate Affairs. Our new progx;ans and legislation have prompted 

letters seeking speCific information about our involvement in them, 

and often detailed regplations are sought. Jurisdictional positions 

of the three major levels of gpvernment are frequently queried, and 

this is particularly true in those areas of mixed authority. For 

example, the federal government has no legislation on non-returnable 

soft drink bottles which are intended only for trade within a province. 

Publications continue as a subject of prime  interest. There 

is a definite relationship here with the governmental functions and 

services, as nany of these are printed by government agencies. The 

heavy flow of American-printed matter into Canada, and questions 

raised in consumers minds by comparisons as to the quality and price 

of products are also reflected in this mail. 

While foods dropped in percentage volurre, there is still a 

significant nunber of letters enquiring about every aspect of food 

preparation, preservation and marketing. Budget-mindad Canadians 

are interested in advice on economical seasonal buys, and inter-

provincial marketing  boards which have affected trade within our 

country in perishable products have sparked several letters. 

't 
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'Pis in 1969, the general:subjéCt of finance, and detergents 

and hotisehold .  products occupied fourth and fifth place.amongst. 

enquiries, with alnost identical totals: 162 and 157 respectively. 

Continued interest about pollution has beeb shown in the enquiries 

about biodegradable detergents,  enzymes and reduction of phosphate 

content. Credit cards, and all the variations of them, led the 

subjects in the financial area, with price index and cost-of-living 

queries also prominent. 	; 

Other subjects which spurred letters of enquiry were 

textiles, wearing apparel, appliances, motor vehicles and accessories, 

electrical and electronic equipment, and education. , Real estate/

•housing and sales promotions were also mentioned frequently. 

Many enquiries concerning comparative product testing are 

received at Box 99, and while the Division cannot of course indicate 

any preference in quality, performance or price, objective information 

is passed to the consumer, who can then make a selection. The 

appearance of new products on the market invariably is accompanied 

by corresponding queries. 

The following graph lists the najor enquiries by subject 

matter: (Note: Figures do not reflect enquiries on consumer 

programs such as hazardous products labelling, care and fibre 

labelling of textiles, Canada Standard Sizes, Credit, Tbys and 

Hearing Aids.) 
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AND CORPORATE  AFFAIRS 

CONSUMER  SERVICES BRÀNCH 	• 

CONSUMER ENQUIRIES - 1968 -  1969 - 1970•  

TABLE VI 
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AMUAL REPORT  

CONSUMER PROGRAMS DIVISION  

1 9 7 0, 

The Consumer Programs Division of the Consumer Services 

Branch is responsible for liaison with consumers, industry, and 

other government departments for the purpose of information and 

promotion in areas of concern tQ consumers.  Et  deteinines and 

recommends to the Information and Public Relations Branch information 

programs to inform and assist consumers, and provides advice and 

guidance to that Branch on matters relating to consumer affairs. 

The Information and Public Relations Branch is responsible for the 

actual production of informational materials. 

The scope of the Consumer Progrums Division 's  work is 

national in character and refledts the Wide . Soeial, economic, 

educational, and ethnic variety of Canada's , population, 

Program Managers plan the best ways and means to establish- 

meaningful communication not only with conSumers per se, but also 

iaith the business community whose increased understanding of consumer 

9oncerns results in additional dividends of service to the individual. 

This report covers a number of programs which have been 

initiated and/or ,  extended in 1970. Many relate to legislation 

which has been passed to benefit consumers; other refer to efforts 

to increase consumer awareness in the marketplace. 



the Hazardous Products Program was Officiallylaunched 

in April 1970,.through a ministerial.press conference. The program 

is based on thé Hazardous Products Act and Regulations which provide 

for the regUlà.tion of selling, advertising, labelling and packaeng 

Of hazardous consumer productS. BééaUse Poison Control statistics 

show that children under fiVe years of age constitute the group most 

often injured by hazardous household products,'with young school-aga 

children the second most susceptible groilp, the program has been 

planned to Concentrate on parents, especially mothers. Among high 

school students the hiviSion has alSo noted.a substantial interest 

in the new hazardous products' labelling and thià has been fostered 

by class sessions on the subject. 	. 

- 	Information has been supplied to the media, to  national 

companies, banks, insurance conpanies, and to national associations 

and organizations who have printed the articles in their publications. 

In this way the hazardous products message has reached hundreds of 

thousands of Canadians. 

Visual aids developed for this program include posters, 

handout information sheets, stickers, and slide sets which are 

available on request to schools, organizations and individuals. A 

ten-minute  sound and colour filmstrip has been produced, and Program 

Managers supplement their talks to students and organizations with a 

showing of this informative message.  Speaking engagements are 

scheduled on a continuing basis. 
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Toys 

Under the authority Of the Bazardoùs:Products: 

regulations  have been'drawnup,concerhing toys. As ofi\loVember:1, 

1970, excessively dangerous toys were banned; and standards were set 

.to ensure the safety‘pf Others.- Additional safety standards  and 

 warning labels must be ùsed for. other toys, o effective Noverriber 1„1971. 

In November the Division issued a Consumer Communiqué on 

toys, and the Department published "Toys: A Guide for Consumers"

•which was written by the Canadian Toy Testing Council. This book is 

available from Canadian government bC)okshops for $1.00. 

Textile Fibre and Care Labelling  

The Textile Labelling Act was passed in March 1970 and 

provides that consumer textile products such as wearing apparel, 

yard goods and household textiles, at the retail level of trade, 

will be clearly labelled to disclose fibre content by generic names 

and the percentages of the content for each fibre. Regulations are 

being developed under the authority of the legislation. 

The Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs has also 

introduced a system of symbols, developed by the Canadian Government 

Specifications Board, to show the best methods of washing, bleaching, 

drying, pressing and dry cleaning textiles. 

Thé concepts of fibre and'oare labelling havé beeh married 

into one prograM in order to present mpre.complete : textile information' 

to the consumer. 
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Because fibre identification and care labels will not 

be appearing on consumer textile products, to any significant 

degree, until the fall of 1971 or even later, the program has 

been planned to accelerate in the summer of 1971. 

Consumer Communiqués "Introducing Care Labelling" and 

"Textile Buying Made Easier" were released in 1970, along with a 

booklet entitled "Care Labelling for Textiles". 

An. Edudational and Publicity Committee:on the Care 

Labelling of Textiles was established to promote the use of care 

labels. The Director of the Consumer Services Branch is Chairman 

of the Committee and its nembers represent the textile industry, 

textile research, major retailers, the Consumers' Association of 

Canada, apparel manufacturers, appliance nanufacturers, the dry 

cleaning industry, and the So* and detergent industry. 

The aim of the Committee is to promote and coordinate 

the use of the care labelling symbol system. Members of the 

Committee, as leaders in their respective associations, firms, 

and industries, are in a preferred position to spearhead the 

adoption of care labelling, a symbol system,which will give 

consumers much wanted information on the restoration of textile 

products. 

The Consumer Services BranchiS most appreciative of the 

time  and effort that nenberS of the Conmittee are devoting to their 

task. 
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Credit  

• 	 Credit is an area of consumer concern where jurisdiction 

is divided between federal and provincial amthorities. The 

Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs was responsible for 

an amendment to the Bills of Exchange Act regarding promissory notes. 

A pamphlet explaining the new legislative amendment became available 

early in 1971. 

The Federated Council of Sales Finance Companies has 

offered to distribute the pamphlet through its offices across 

Canada. This kind of cooperative activity brings increased benefits 

in specialized areas of Consumer concern. The Division welcomes the 

active participation of such groups in its efforts to inform the public. 

The Consumer!'s Handbook on Consumer Crédit Was released:  in 

mid-1970 and has received wide distribution. 

Television and radio interViews,radio tapes, special: 

articles for .consumer magazines, and  talks to students and organiza-

tions have served to focus attention on thé advantages:and dià- 

advantages associated with credit. 

Canada: Standard SiZes  

.The - Canadatandard:Size  for  Children's Clothing prograni . 

 was launched in August 1969 and, therefore, ails into  the ongoing 

or extended programeouping for 197Q. 



. In the fall of 1969 Regibnal Consumer Consultants carried 

out a limited survey of selected retail outlets to determine the 

availability of CSS labelled dhildren's garments and to assess the 

reaction of retailer support for the program. 

Resultsof the,limited survey . .revealed a lack of._knowledge 

of CSS and a lack of widespread availability of CSS labelled garments. 

Before proceeding with an informational program directed both to 

consumers and to retailers and manufacturers, it was decided to 

conduct a national sur-Vey to acquire more specific knowledge of the 

informational needs. Consequently, in September and October of 1970, 

such a survey was carried out by nenbers of the Consumers' Association 

of Canada with assistance and coordination provided by the Consumer 

Prograns Division. Thirty-five CAC branches and approximately 300 

interviewers voluntarily conducted the survey. The Consumer Programs 

'Division wishes to thank the CAC for its enthusiastic help and co-

operation. 

1,575 cOnsumers, the mothers of 4,798 children, and 308 

retailers were surveyed. 

. Analysis . of the survey results has pointed up areas where 

promotional activity  must  be concentrated to increase the knowledge 

of,' the:demand for, and the availability of Canada Standard Size 

labelled garments . for children. 
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It  is:noted that the nunterof.fibra licensed to  use  

-...'the-CSS label has,increased,since 1969 by.30“o,188,licensees, 

a figure-which represents:more.than half of the.childrer0s. wear 

nanufaCturers in Canada.. - 

In 1970, through retail oùtlets and directly. to consumerS,- 

900,000 pamphlets explaining CSS'Were diStribut6d. 

The Consumer Rrograms.Division haS written to:every te1e7 

- vision station in Canada urging them to nake use of an award-winning 

film clip on CSS, OVer 67  stations have  indicated-fairly  extensive  

use. 

• The CSSprogéummill Continue.:in-1971. 

Hearing Aids  

In May  1970, the Report on Hearing Aids was released by 

the Honourable Ron Basford, Minister of Consumer and Corporate 

Affairs. This report resulted from the work of the Subcommittee 

on Hearing Aids of the Interdepartmental Committee on Consumer . 

Affairs. It made specific recounendations to the Eepartnent of 

Consuner and Corporate Affairs, the Department of National Health 

and Welfare, to provincial governnents, and to the Associations of 

Hearing Aid Dealers. 
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The Consumer Programs Division published a Consumer 

Communiqué "Help for the Hard of Hearing" which was distributed 

widely across Canada. Information was exchanged with provincial 

hearing and health agencies, with welfare associations, housing 

authorities and the hearing aid,industry to increase awareness of 

and support for recommended action. Further program activity will 

be related to the action of the four target groups to which 
• 

recommendations were directed by the Subcommittee. 

Consumer COMmuniqUês 	• 

Consumer Communiqués are issued periodically on matters 

of consumer concern. Upon request to "The Consumer, Box 99, Ottawa", 

individuals  cari  have their names added to the mailing list to receive 

this free publication. In 1970 the following Communiqués were 

released: How Do I Buy And Judge Shoes?; How To Know When A Product 

Is Hazardous; Help For The Hard Of Hearing; Introducing Care Labelling;' 

Textile Buying Made Easier; Toys -- A Eelight Or A Danger. During the 

year, upwards of 190,000 copies of Communiqués were distributed to 

interested individuals, groups and institutions. An opinion poll 

was carried out in December to determine the views of Communiqué 

subscribers on a number of points relative to the publication. An 

analysis of the replies will be reported at a later date. 
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• In addition to the Communiqués,  information  handouts 

were  produced on: "What Tb Do" (how to deal with Unsatisfactory 

purchases);:"Canada Standard Sizes" and "Look Out" ('lazardous 

products labelling). 

Activities  

Initial steps were undertaken to establish communication 

with ethnic groups, new immigrants, and limited-income consumers. 

Increased efforts are planned to establish useful relationships 

with these groups and to provide more information to assist them 

in making effective choices in the marketplace. 

The Consumer Programs Division will increase its efforts 

to bring relevant information to all consumers, and will continue 

to expand its role as an intermediary between the business and 

consumer communities for the purpose of effecting mutual benefits. 
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